Abstract In the brain mapping field, there have been significant interests in representation of structural/functional profiles to establish structural/functional landmark correspondences across individuals and populations. For example, from the structural perspective, our previous studies have identified hundreds of consistent DICCCOL (dense individualized and common connectivity-based cortical landmarks) landmarks across individuals and populations, each of which possess consistent DTI-derived fiber connection patterns. From the functional perspective, a large collection of wellcharacterized HAFNI (holistic atlases of functional networks and interactions) networks based on sparse representation of whole-brain fMRI signals have been identified in our prior studies. However, due to the remarkable variability of structural and functional architectures in the human brain, it is challenging for earlier studies to jointly represent the connectome-scale structural and functional profiles for establishing a common cortical architecture which can comprehensively encode both structural and functional characteristics across individuals. To address this challenge, we propose an effective computational framework to jointly represent the structural and functional profiles for identification of consistent and common cortical landmarks with both structural and functional correspondences across different brains based on DTI and fMRI data. Experimental results demonstrate that 55 structurally and functionally common cortical landmarks can be successfully identified.
Introduction
After decades of active research, one of the significant challenges in the brain mapping field is to define comparable brain regions, or regions of interest (ROIs), across individual subjects. This same challenge also remains as the major barrier to connectome mapping in the human brain, that is, the lack of a quantitativelyencoded representation of common brain architectures, e.g., via connectome nodes, that can be precisely replicated and predicted across individuals and populations. In our view, both challenges originate from the tremendous individual variability of the human brains. First, there exists remarkable variability in the human brain anatomy between individuals, which has been studied by multiple research areas such as brain image registration and cortical parcellations (e.g., Brett et al. 2002; Fischl et al. 2002; Jbabdi et al. 2009; Johansen-Berg et al. 2004; Li et al. 2009; Shen et al. 1999; Shen and Davatzikos 2002; Rettmann et al. 2002; Stankiewicz and Lupski 2010; Tang et al. 2009; Van Essen and Dierker 2007; Yap et al. 2009 ); Second, there is tremendous variability of human brain function across individuals, as Shu Zhang and Yu Zhao are co-first authors.
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In attempts to address the abovementioned challenges, we have developed the DICCCOL (dense individualized and common connectivity-based cortical landmarks) (Zhu et al. 2012a, b; Li et al. 2010; Yuan et al. 2013; Zhu et al. 2014; Jiang et al. 2015b; Zhang et al. 2016b ) and HAFNI (holistic atlases of functional networks and interactions) (Lv et al. 2015a, b, c; Jiang et al. 2015a, c; Zhao et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016a; Zhao et al. 2016) systems to define common and consistent structural and functional landmarks based on DTI and fMRI data, respectively. Briefly, our DICCCOL studies have identified hundreds of consistent cortical landmarks across human individuals and populations, each of which possess consistent DTI-derived fiber connection patterns (e.g., Zhu et al. 2012a, b; Yuan et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2015b ). However, this method is focused on the DTI data only and the functional roles of those DICCCOLs remain to be elucidated. More recently, our HAFNI studies found that connectome-scale well-characterized functional brain networks (including both task-evoked networks and intrinsic connectivity networks) can be effectively and robustly reconstructed by using sparse coding on the fMRI data (Lv et al. 2015a, b, c; Zhang et al. 2013 Zhang et al. , 2016a Zhao et al. 2015 Zhao et al. , 2016 . However, the series of HAFNI studies were based on fMRI data only and the structural underpinning of these consistent functional networks remains to be revealed.
To address the abovementioned weaknesses of DICCCOL and HAFNI systems while leveraging their major strengths, in this paper, we propose a novel computational framework to jointly represent connectome-scale functional and structural profiles for identification of consistent and common cortical landmarks with both reasonably accurate structural and functional correspondences across different human brains based on multimodal DTI and fMRI data. This framework has the following major methodological novelties over the DICCCOL and HAFNI systems alone. First, instead of using roughly sampled grid points in a template brain as the initialized landmarks in the original DICCCOL discovery system (illustrated as blue dots shown in Fig. 1-③) , in this paper, we aim to add the functional guidance informed by HAFNI networks into the step of initializing landmarks (as shown in Step ① and Step ② of Fig. 1 ). That is, we use the peak foci (as illustrated as yellow dots in Step ② of Fig. 1 ) derived from HAFNI networks to initialize the landmarks. Then, those landmarks are initialized with functional meaning and annotations, followed by a groupwise optimization procedure to determine their final locations in a group of subjects. Second, a groupwise image registration scheme will be applied (as illustrated in Step ② of Fig. 1 ) to efficiently decide the final corresponding locations of those initialized landmarks in the specific individual image spaces of all of the subjects. Finally, a new set of HAFNIinformed common and consistent DICCCOL cortical landmarks across human individuals and populations are obtained.
These common cortical landmarks jointly represent connectome-scale structural and functional profiles of brain ROIs and also exhibit common structural and functional architectures of the human brain.
Materials and methods

Overview
The three steps in the conceptual illustration of our framework in Fig. 1 are further specifically detailed in Fig. 2 (marked as Step1-3 in Fig. 2 ). In Step 1, sparse representation of wholebrain fMRI data is conducted in each subject (a), after which relatively consistent HAFNI networks are identified for all involved subjects (b). Then, a cubic ROI is generated for those most consistent HAFNI network peak foci for each subject (c). Notably, each cubic ROI is defined in an individual's own image space with rough correspondence across different brains. In Step 2, an effective groupwise registration method is employed to register the corresponding ROIs from different subjects into a common space. These registered ROIs will be used to initialize the landmarks in each subject for the next step of landmark optimization in Step 3 (e). In Step 3, the joint constraint of consistent connectome-scale structural and functional profiles for each initialized ROI will be enforced for landmark location optimization methodologies. For each subject with multimodal DTI and fMRI data, a landmark identification procedure (e-f) can be performed to locate those HAFNI-informed DICCCOL consistent landmarks. The output of this procedure will be the accurately located common and consistent landmarks in each individual brain (g).
Data acquisition and pre-processing
The dataset used in this study was obtained from the Human Connectome Project Q1 release Van Essen et al. 2013) . The acquisition parameters of task fMRI (tfMRI) data are as follows: 90 × 104 matrix, 220 mm FOV, 72 slices, TR = 0.72 s, TE = 33.1 ms, flip angle = 52°, BW = 2290 Hz/Px, in-plane FOV = 208 × 180 mm, 2.0 mm isotropic voxels. For tfMRI images, the preprocessing pipelines included skull removal, motion correction, slice time correction, spatial smoothing, and global drift removal. All of these steps are implemented by FMRIB Software Library (FSL) FEAT ). For comparison of results, the general linear model (GLM)-based activation is also performed individually and group-wisely using FSL FEAT. Task stimulus curves are convoluted with the double gamma hemodynamic response function and set as regressors of GLM. The contrast based statistical parametric mapping is carried out with t-test and p < 0.05 (with cluster correction) and is used to reject false positive. Multilevel z-scores are used to map multi-scale activations. In the Fig. 2 The pipeline of the proposed computational framework. Please refer to the details of each step in the main text Fig. 1 Conceptual illustration of joint representation of connectomescale structural and functional profiles for identification of consistent cortical landmarks by fusing DICCCOL and HAFNI methods. There are three major steps in this framework: using HAFNI method to derive functional peak foci (Step ①), groupwise registration of those functional foci in a group of subjects (Step ②), and using DICCCOL methods to optimize the initialized landmarks (Step ③) towards their final locations with both functional and structural consistency. Here, two exemplar individual subjects are shown and separate by the dashed blue line. In
Step ①, consistent HAFNI networks are coded by corresponding colors in two exemplar subjects. In Step ②, yellow dots on the inflate cortical surfaces represent the HAFNI peak foci for one functional network (pink one). The groupwise registration will be applied on all the ROIs represented by the yellow dots across individual subjects. In Step ③, landmark initialization will be based on the corresponding functional foci (yellow dots) after groupwise registration in Step ②, and landmark optimization will be performed based on the groupwise consistency of structural connectivity patterns group level, the statistical parametric mapping is carried out with mixed-effect model included in the FSL FEAT tool. For the resting state fMRI (rsfMRI) data, the acquisition parameters are as follows: 2 × 2 × 2 mm spatial resolution, 0.72 s temporal resolution, and 1200 time points. The pre-processing of rsfMRI data also include skull removal, motion correction, slice time correction, and spatial smoothing. More detailed rsfMRI preprocessing can be referred to the literature report (Lv et al. 2015a, b, c) . For diffusion imaging data, the parameters are as follows: Spin-echo EPI, TR 5520 ms, TE 89.5 ms, flip angle 78 deg., refocusing flip angle 160 deg., FOV 210 × 180 (RO x PE); matrix 168 × 144 (RO x PE), slice thickness 1.25 mm, 111 slices, 1.25 mm isotropic voxels, Multiband factor 3, and Echo spacing 0.78 ms. Please refer to (Uğurbil et al. 2013; Barch et al. 2013 ) for more details.
Landmark initialization
As shown in Fig. 2a -b, landmark locations are initialized by applying the HAFNI method (Lv et al. 2015a, b, c) . Briefly, we first obtain 32 group-wise consistent and meaningful functional networks across different human brains via dictionary learning and sparse coding of HCP fMRI data using similar methods in (Lv et al. 2015a, b, c) . Examples of those 32 consistent networks are shown in Fig. 3 . Then, we automatically identify functional components in each functional network by using the widely adopted connected component labeling (CCL) algorithm implemented in FSL toolbox in each individual brain (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). The basic idea is that, by searching the neighborhood of all voxels involved in a specific functional network, those connected voxels involved in the functional Fig. 3 The 32 identified common consistent functional brain networks. Six axial slices in each row represent one functional network. The name of the network is shown on the top left. E is short for emotion task, G for gambling task, L for language task, M for motor task, R for relational task, S for social task, W for working memory task, and RS for resting state network are assigned to the same component. In this way, each functional network may have one or more components (e.g., each network in Fig. 2a has two components). In order to obtain meaningful, stable and consistent functional components across different subjects, we need to carefully consider the smallest size of the components that we should adopt in this work. As we know, small components can be involved in the consistent networks, however, they are possibly very variable across the different subjects, e.g., such small region may not exist in some specific subjects. Thus, we tested the sizes of the components that we should adopt and consider from 100 to 1000 voxels with an interval of 100. When the size approaches 500, all the studied subjects have exactly the same number of the components in each network. Therefore, 500 is a quite acceptable threshold, and those cluster nodes with less than 500 voxels will be discarded in this work. After these common and consistent networks and their connected components are identified in each subject, we identify all the peak foci with the highest functional activities within each network as the initial locations of landmarks to be optimized. Figure 3 shows these 32 consistent networks and their peak foci in representative slices.
Afterwards, for each of the above initialized landmark, we define an ROI as a 3D cube to include structural and functional profiles around each landmark, as shown in Fig. 2c . Specifically, within the 3D cube centered on the landmark, the functional network intensities (the loading coefficients after dictionary learning and sparse representation) will be profiled and included. As the fMRI data has already been registered with DTI data for each subject, the DTI-derived fibers that penetrate the 3D cube will be extracted and profiled too. Finally, only those voxels in the 3D cube that possess both strong functional activities and DTI-derived fiber connections will be kept as the key binarized foreground voxels (with the threshold empirically determined) inside the initialized landmark for the next step of group-wise registration.
Groupwise registration of initialized landmarks
As shown in Fig. 2d , a groupwise registration approach is employed in this study to align the above initialized landmarks in BLand initialization^section. Here, we employ an effective groupwise registration framework that utilizes a hierarchical image clustering and atlas synthesis strategy (Wang et al. 2010) . After running the groupwise registration method, all the corresponding initialized landmarks will be mapped into a common space, and thus they will have rough voxel-to-voxel correspondences. The advantage of this approach is that we can not only achieve higher registration accuracy than other pair-wise registration methods (Wang et al. 2010 ), but also significantly speed up the time-consuming registration process. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the inputs to the group-wise registration are the initialized 3D cube landmarks with binarized structural and functional profiles in a group of subjects. After the groupwise registration procedure, all of those landmarks are aligned into a common space. It is noted that we obtain and apply a transformation matrix for each landmark, after which they will have rough voxel-to-voxel correspondences across different brains.
Landmark optimization
The goal of the optimization step is to adjust the locations of initialized landmarks according to an optimization objective and thus determine the final locations of those landmarks. Specifically, in this study, we aim to maximize the similarities Fig. 4 Illustration of using groupwise registration for initialized landmarks. a Three initialized landmarks in three subjects. b Registered and aligned landmarks between the 'trace-maps' of DTI-derived fiber bundles for those initialized landmarks, in a similar way as those in (Chen et al. 2013; Gorski et al. 2005; Zhu et al. 2012a, b) .
To be self-contained, we briefly describe the 'trace-map' representation and comparison of the DTI-derived structural fiber connection pattern. The Btrace-map^method is shown in d 48-dimension vectors are used to represent one landmark's fiber bundles. e The optimization step. The red bubbles are the initial landmarks, and yellow bubbles represent the locations after optimization. G 1 , G 2 … G n are landmarks in common space, and Sbj 1 , Sbj 2 , Sbj n are landmarks transformed into individual spaces Fig. 5a-d by projecting each beginning and ending point of each fiber from fiber bundles (Fig. 5b) (Fig. 5d) , is finally obtained as the structural profile of the landmark under consideration. By calculating the trace-map vectors, fibers penetrating to the landmark can thus be represented by 48-dimension vectors, instead of 3D shapes or images, which enables the quantitative measurements of structural connectivity patterns and similarities for the landmark optimization (Zhu et al. 2012a, b) . The actual landmark optimization procedure within the training samples is briefly illustrated in Fig. 5e . Since those 3D cube landmarks are already binarized and they have rough voxel-to-voxel correspondence with each other, so the group-mean 3D cube landmark is simply obtained by adding 3D cube landmarks together. Then, voxels from the group-mean 3D cube with large values will be picked up, and the further round of searching is applied onto those voxels to identify the final location of the landmark by pursuing the landmark with maximum average correlation of trace-map vectors among all the subjects. In this way, the optimized landmark is obtained in the common space, and then the transformation matrix will be used to transfer the identified landmark back into the individual DTI surface. Experimental results
Identified consistent cortical landmarks
After applying the computational framework in BLandmark initialization^to BLandmark Optimizationŝ ections on eight randomly selected subjects from HCP dataset, we have identified totally 57 consistent and common cortical landmarks in all 8 subjects, as shown in Fig. 6 (colored bubbles) . Specifically, we originally identified 65 peak foci from 32 consistent common functional brain networks (Fig. 3) , where 57 of them are located on the cortical cortex. After the optimization procedure, all of these 57 cortical peak foci remained as consistent and common cortical landmarks. In this set of 57 landmarks, 30 of them are located on the left hemisphere and the rest are located on the right side, suggesting that these consistent landmarks are relatively symmetrical on both hemispheres. It is noted that more consistent landmarks are distributed in the parietal and occipital lobes, while less consistent landmarks belong to the frontal and temporal lobes, which is in agreement with known neuroscience knowledge that there is more variability in the frontal and temporal lobes. In order to visualize these consistent and common cortical landmarks in more details, we randomly chose 8 landmarks here as examples. The locations of those 8 selected landmarks are highlighted by the circles with different colors in Fig. 6 . Here, the same color denotes the correspondence across 8 subjects. In addition, the shapes of the fiber bundles connected to these landmarks are provided in Fig. 7 . From Figs. 6 and 7, we can observe that these consistent and common cortical landmarks have reasonable anatomical and structural connectivity consistency across different subjects, despite their noticeable variability. Quantitatively, the mean correlation of 'trace-map' across any pair of the eight subjects in Fig. 7 are 0.66, 0.70, 0.50, 0.752, 0.74, 0.80, 0.65 and 0.70, respectively. The overall mean correlation of Btrace-map^of all 57 common landmarks in these 8 different subjects is as high as 0.69, which suggests good correspondence of these landmarks across different brains. Besides, the corresponding landmarks across these subjects are from the same functional networks, which means that these landmarks also possess functional correspondence and consistence. In other words, each consistent and common cortical landmark in Fig. 6 has three types of consistency: 1) anatomical consistency, 2) structural connectivity consistency and 3) functional consistency. In order to further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework, we will explain these three different aspects in more details in BComparisons between initialized and optimized consistent cortical landmarks^to BJoint representation of consistent cortical landmarks in larger datasets^sections, respectively.
Comparisons between initialized and optimized consistent cortical landmarks
In order to show the effectiveness of our framework, here we visualize 4 representative examples and their comparisons in Fig. 8 . As we can observe from this figure, there are mainly two scenarios by our optimization framework. One is shown in Fig. 8a , in which the initialized and optimized landmarks have quite similar locations. That is, there is no big difference between Fig. 9 The locations of the landmarks before and after optimization. a and b are the two examples. In each example, 8 function networks are picked up from 8 different subjects, which are corresponding to the same group-level common functional network. Yellow dots are the landmarks before the optimization, and green dots are the optimized landmarks. Red areas represent the highly activated patterns on the cortical surface. The yellow arrow (in panel (a)) is used to show the location of a landmark before the optimization as it is blocked by the gyrus. a is corresponding to G2 network in Fig. 3 , and (b) is corresponding to W3 network in Fig. 3 them, and the Euclidean distance of spatial movement of these landmarks before and after optimization is around or less than 2 mm. Interestingly, there is another scenario, which occur quite often, with significant improvement by our landmark optimization procedure. For instance, the initial landmarks may have inconsistent locations (i.e., blue landmarks of Fig. 8b ), e.g., some of them may distribute on the gyri, but others may locate on the sulci. After applying the optimization framework, we can see that the optimized landmarks (red bubbles) are finally located with much better consistency, e.g., as shown in Fig. 8b , all the landmarks with red color are finally consistently located on the sulci. The Euclidean distance of spatial movement of these landmarks before and after optimization is larger than the first scenario, typically within the range of 2-14 mm. Quantitatively, the Euclidean distance of spatial location movement of all 57 landmarks before and after optimization is 11.45 mm in 8 subjects, indicating that the landmark optimization procedure is really needed to reallocate those 57 initialized landmarks to their corresponding locations in different brains. Here we would like to emphasize that this movement is an important indicator that the proposed method is effective in adjusting the locations of the landmarks. For example, as we know, the usual movement of landmarks between DICCCOL (Zhu et al. 2012a, b) method and FSL linear registration algorithm is about 3 mm, however, the functional profiles are not considered in that case. In this paper, larger movement is needed due to the objective of pursuing functional consistency.
Functional consistency of identified common cortical landmarks
In this subsection, we aim to examine the functional consistency of the landmarks before and after optimization. Since we use the functional brain networks to pick up the initial landmarks as mentioned in BLandmark initialization^section, each initialed landmark is corresponding to one peak focus of a specific group-level common functional network, as Fig. 10 Two examples of the landmarks before and after optimization. a is corresponding to S2 network in Fig. 3 , and (b) is corresponding to W3 network in Fig. 3 shown in Fig. 3 . In our proposed framework, we assume that the final location of initialed landmark will have functional consistency with its initialed landmark, that is, they should belong to the same activation areas on the specific functional network. In order to verify this point clearly, we register each individual functional network onto its own cortical surface and highlight the activated areas with red color. Then, we highlight each pair of landmarks (before and after the optimization step) that we are interested in. From Figs. 9 and 10 4 sets of landmarks are used as examples to reveal the functional consistency of the identified common landmarks (another 4 examples are shown in the Supplemental Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) . It is evident that the optimized landmarks are consistent and meaningful in functional perspective, in that all of the optimized landmarks (green dots) are still located within the corresponding functional activation areas, compared with the initialed ones (yellow dots). Although there are noticeable variabilities among the functional networks in individual brains, the functional consistency of the identified common landmarks can be visually appreciated.
Quantitatively, the average spatial overlap between the consistent common functional brain network and its corresponding individual functional network is 0.334, which is reasonably high based on our experience (Lv et al. 2015a, b, c; Zhang et al. 2013 Zhang et al. , 2016a Zhao et al. 2015 Zhao et al. , 2016 . We can see that, using the consistent common functional brain networks as a guidance to initialize the landmarks will facilitate the functional consistency of optimized landmarks. In comparison with the original DICCCOL optimization system (Zhu et al. 2012a, b; Yuan et al. 2013; Zhu et al. 2014; Jiang et al. 2015b; Zhang et al. 2016b ) which used the roughly sampled grid points in a template brain as the initialized landmarks, taking functional profiles into consideration in this proposed framework leads to promising results.
Joint representation of consistent cortical landmarks in larger datasets
In the original DICCCOL system (Zhu et al. 2012a, b) , the total number of subjects used in the optimization procedure is 5, which is relatively small, due to the fact that the landmark location search space grows exponentially with the number of subjects. In this proposed framework with groupwise registration procedure in BGroupwise registration of initialized landmarks^section, the landmarks are already better aligned into the template space and this step will substantially reduce the search space of landmark location during the optimization procedure. This important improvement can significantly speed up the common landmark discovery process, and thus our new landmark identification framework in this paper can deal with a larger number of subjects. In addition to the 8 subjects used in previous results subsections, 20 additional subjects are also included in this subsection to demonstrate the performance and reproducibility of our method. Figure 11 shows the identified consistent cortical landmarks in 28 subjects. Here, 55 landmarks are identified and considered as consistent cortical landmarks. Compared with the results from 8 subjects in BIdentified consistent cortical landmarks^to BFunctional consistency of identified common cortical landmarks^sections, two landmarks are discarded by the groupwise registration procedure. The possible reason is that the functional or structural consistency of these two functional peak foci (used as initialization) are not consistent across 28 subjects. As a consequence, the groupwise registration algorithm will reject these two landmarks. For other 55 consistent landmarks, they are located on similar and corresponding areas as those in Fig. 6 . In order to illustrate the consistency with the results in Fig. 6 , we highlighted in Fig. 11 the corresponding landmarks using the same colored circles as in Fig. 6 . The anatomical location correspondences of these 55 common landmarks can be visually appreciated. In addition, in Fig. 12 , we choose the same set of 8 landmarks (which are the same as those shown in Fig. 7 ) to visualize the fiber bundles connected to the corresponding landmarks. From Figs. 6, 7 , 11 and 12, we can see that, although the number of the subjects used for landmark optimization grows from 8 to 28, both the locations of identified landmarks and their fiber connection patterns are quite similar within and Fig. 12 Shapes of fiber bundles connected to the 8 landmarks in 8 subjects. Each row represents the fiber bundles for one corresponding landmark in 8 subjects. Visualization schemes are similar to those in Fig. 7 across these two groups of subjects. Quantitatively, the mean Euclidean distance of spatial location movements of the landmarks before and after optimization of all 55 landmarks is 10.44 mm, which is quite similar to the results reported in BIdentified consistent cortical landmarks^section. For comparing the similarity of the shapes of fiber bundles, we compute the mean correlation of 'trace-map' for all 55 corresponding landmarks obtained in BIntroduction^section and BExperimental results^section, and achieve as high as 0.70 for mean correlation coefficient. For each corresponding landmark in Figs. 7 and 12 (each row), the average similarity of fiber shapes is 0. 87, 0.95, 0.52, 0.93, 0.67, 0.71, 0.82 and 0.93, respectively . These results suggest that our method and results are reproducible using different numbers of subjects.
Landmark-based meta-analysis
In order to acquire more details of functional and structural information of those finalized consistent cortical landmarks and compare our results with other existing experiments, in this section, 55 finalized landmarks are registered onto the MNI standard space by using linear registration from FSL tool ). Then meta-analysis method is applied to study those landmarks by using the software Sleuth from brainmap.org (Eickhoff et al. 2009 ). Here, the ROI width is set to 4 mm. In a structural perspective, among those 55 landmarks, 30 are on the left hemisphere and the rest are on the right hemisphere. The coordinates of 55 consistent cortical landmarks on the MNI standard space are listed in Table 1 . In addition, among those 55 landmarks, the number of landmarks in each lobe are summarized and shown in Table 2 .
From Table 2 , we can clearly see that the occipital lobe has much higher consistency when compared with other lobes. On the other hand, the frontal lobes have relatively larger differences across the subjects. These results are consistent with current knowledge about the variability of cortical lobe functions. Please refer to the Table 1 in supplemental materials for the details of structural locations of each landmark.
In a functional perspective, functional behaviors of each landmark (foci on the MNI space) are summarized by searching more than 3000 literature fMRI papers. In total, 7 main functional behaviors are summarized in Table 3 . From the Table 3 , we can see that these functional behaviors are relatively consistent across the subjects. In addition, these functional behaviors contain large number of landmarks, which suggests that these functional behaviors are complex and located on large areas across the whole cortex. Details of functional behaviors for each landmark are listed in Table 2 in the supplemental materials.
Discussion and conclusion
In this work, we jointly represent the connectome-scale structural and functional profiles via an efficient computational framework for identification of consistent cortical landmarks in human brains. In this framework, functional profiles are first used to localize the initial landmarks for each functional network and each subject, instead of using random initialization or manual labelling as in the previous DICCCOL systems. In this way, initialized landmarks have functional correspondences, and thus they provide a foundation for the joint representation of connectome-scale structural profiles and functional profiles afterwards. Next, for each corresponding initial landmark across all the subjects, ROIs will be established by combining functional and structural profiles, and groupwise registration method is used to significantly reduce the cross-subject variability of the initialized ROIs. Finally, the optimization step is applied to identify the final location of each landmark in each individual brain. We have successfully identified 55 consistent and common cortical landmarks, which can represent a common structural and functional cortical architecture. The effectiveness of the proposed framework has been carefully examined through three aspects including structural connectivity consistency, anatomical consistency, and functional consistency, which are shown in the BIdentified consistent cortical landmarks^to BFunctional consistency of identified common cortical landmarks^sections, respectively. To summarize, common landmarks should have robust consistency in shape of fiber bundles, anatomy location on the cortical surface, and functional activation intensity, and experimental results have supported the effectiveness of our framework. However, given the lack of ground-truth, future studies should be designed to further evaluate and validate the proposal framework by using larger scale datasets, independent evaluation metrics, and more advanced statistical methodologies.
The proposed framework could be improved and enhanced in the following directions in the future. First, the number of consistent functional networks used to initialize the landmarks can be significantly increased with the advancement of the HAFNI system. In this paper, only 32 consistent and common HAFNI networks were used to select the functional peak foci. In the future, many more HAFNI networks could be discovered and reproduced across individuals and populations, which can be directly used in this landmark discovery framework. Second, in the current study, we focused on the methodology development of joint representation of connectome-scale structural and functional profiles. The potential applications of this framework in clinical fMRI/DTI datasets, e.g., for diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease and Autism, are left to our future studies. For brains with more severe pathologies such as those in brain tumors and stroke, our methods might not be applicable, and as a result, more specific methods should be designed and applied, which could be another possible topic for our future works. We hypothesize that the joint representation of structural and functional cortical architecture by the method proposed in this paper can find significant values in those clinical applications by elucidating the altered cortical architectures in brain diseases. Third, in addition to the HCP data, other datasets with both fMRI and DTI modalities can be used and evaluated by our framework in this paper. That is, our methods are applicable to a variety of multimodal DTI/fMRI datasets, once the functional networks and structural connectivity patterns can be reliably derived from both modalities.
In summary, we proposed a novel framework for discovering and representing consistent and common cortical landmarks in human brains, and also demonstrated the effectiveness and reproducibility of this representation. This new representation could be potentially widely applicable in many cognitive and clinical neuroscience applications in the future.
